Stripe patterns: role of initial state and boundary conditions.
This paper presents results on stripe patterns by numerical solution of the Swift-Hohenberg equation. The focus is on the role of initial state and boundary conditions. We choose initial states which generate simple defect configurations and study their evolution. Various classes of defects are identified and their motion and relaxation is studied numerically. We first study the dynamics of a straight front and present a comparison of numerical results with some analytical results. We then study the domain-wall dynamics in configurations containing two and three domains and identify some mechanisms of their relaxation. Rates of domain-wall relaxation depend on several features like incommensuration, dislocations and orientations in neighboring domains, in addition to the curvature of the walls. For a generic class of domain walls the relaxation process has an intrinsic frustration which leads to generation of dislocations. This process also generates stripe curvature thereby making relaxation nonmonotonic. We have also generated some other topological defects and studied their evolution and the effect of boundary conditions on their stability.